


Figure 10—Summary

Typically, mands occur only if a listener is present who can 
mediate (provide) the mand–specific reinforcement. For 
example, if no one is present, then you make tea yourself 
rather than request (i.e., mand) tea from someone else by 
saying “Tea, please” or “May I have some tea?”

In other words, the form of a mand is controlled by an 
Establishing Operation (e.g., thirst), but the fact of the mand 
(i.e., that a mand even occurs) is controlled by a particular 
stimulus, and that stimulus is the presence of a listener.

For all other verbal relations, the reinforcing consequence 
is the generic response that the listener provides. For 
instance, when you tact (i.e., name) an object correctly, the 
reinforcement is likely to be some form of attention or praise 
(e.g., a student learning English says “comb” when you hold 
up a comb, and you say “Yes!” or “Right!” or “Good!”)…



Figure 11—Introduction

Figure 11 is of mand examples and non–examples. It is the 
first of four sets of examples and non–examples that we will 
see for the various elementary verbal relations.

If this were a regular “Introduction to Verbal Behavior” 
course, we would have first spent some weeks mastering 
appropriately more detailed instructional material on 
the various elementary verbal relations before turning to 
exercises like this.

Actually, this coverage of the various elementary verbal 
relations is only a small part of a full undergraduate 
“Introduction to Verbal Behavior” course (which usually 
comes after at least one course introducing the natural 
science, behaviorology, that informs verbal behavior 
analysis). And this coverage is a smaller part (as a review) of 
a full course on “Advanced Verbal Behavior Analysis.” (That 
is what makes “coursework options” important…)









Figure 14—Introduction

Figure 14 features (a) some contrasts between mands and 
tacts, and (b) comments on the “audience relation.”

The audience relation can affect any verbal response of 
any type along with other controlling variables. Hence it 
becomes involved in what is called “multiple control,” a 
type of control in which the occurrence of multiple variables 
controls the verbal response (and which otherwise is too 
complex for our current discussions)…

Since the audience relation refers to another form of 
behavior controlled by a non–verbal stimulus, it is like a tact. 
But it (the audience relation) serves as an additional variable 
controlling the verbal response, where the audience is the 
listener including all of the listener’s characteristics such as 
appearance, clothing, facial expression, status, etc. (Figure 
14 provides an example of how the audience relation works.)




